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A systematic first-principles non-equilibrium Green’s function study is conducted on the contact

resistance between a series of metals (Au, Ag, Pt, Cu, Ni, and Pd) and graphene in the side contact

geometry. Different factors such as the termination of the graphene edge, contact area, and point

defect in contacted graphene are investigated. Notable differences are observed in structural

configurations and electronic transport characteristics of these metal-graphene contacts, depending

on the metal species and aforementioned influencing factors. It is found that the enhanced chemical

reactivity of the graphene due to dangling bonds from either the unsaturated graphene edge or

point defects strengthens the metal-graphene bonding, leading to a considerable contact resistance

reduction for weakly interacting metals Au and Ag. For stronger interacting metals Pt and Cu, a

slightly reduced contact resistance is found due to such influencing factors. However, the wetting

metals Ni and Pd most strongly hybridize with graphene, exhibiting negligible dependence on the

above influencing factors. This study provides guidance for the optimization of metal-graphene

contacts at an atomic scale. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4876738]

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a promising material that has wide potential

use in future nano-electronics due to its superior electronic

properties and the atomic thickness.1–4 In graphene-based

nanodevices, metal-graphene (M-G) contact is one of the

critical factors that determine the device performance such

as transconductance (gm), on-current (Ion), and cut-off fre-

quency (fT). Thus, a fundamental understanding of the inter-

facial electron transport behaviors between metal and

graphene is a key step toward the rational design and fabrica-

tion of graphene-based devices.

For the model system where an infinite graphene mono-

layer is adsorbed on metal surfaces, some theoretical studies

suggest that strongly interacting metal electrodes show less

contact resistance than those weakly interacting ones.5–8

However, experimentally reported contact resistances (RC),

extracted based on either transfer length measurement

(TLM) or a four-probe method, show considerable device-

to-device variation.9–15 In these experiments, weakly inter-

acting metals, such as Au, Ag, and Cu, have also been shown

to have low Rc,9,10,15,16 even in the side contact geometry.

One possible reason for such discrepancy is that the effects

caused by graphene terminations, contacts area, defects, etc.,

in realistic experiments have been overlooked in idealized

theoretical models. Recently, Stokbro et al. and Liu et al.

independently studied the relationship between atomistic

details and transport properties of nickel and graphene.

Stokbro’s work showed that Ni-G contact is insensitive to

the termination of graphene edge and contact area.17

However, Liu et al. concluded that Ni-G contact resistance

decreases with the increase of contact area at low bias volt-

age.18 Although it is known that Ni is strongly interacting

with graphene in contact, the effect of contact area on the

transport properties of the Ni-G contact is still in contro-

versy. As indicated by a previous study, the defects in gra-

phene could greatly enhance the interaction between metal

and graphene,19 the transport properties of M-G contact is

also expected to change a lot due to the introduction of

defect. Other factors such as chemical activity of graphene,

subject to the impact of the specific experimental process,

may also play an important role in the real contact resistance.

How these detailed atomistic configurations in real graphene

devices affect the contact resistance of both weakly and

strongly interacting M-G remains unclear. Clarifying the

impact of these factors on the transport properties can not

only help understand the interaction at M-G contacts but also

be of significant interest to advance the graphene electronic

devices.

In this Letter, we report a systematic investigation of the

effects of different factors, including graphene edge termina-

tion, contact area, and point defects in the contact region, on

transport properties of the side contact geometry between six

representative metal electrodes (Au, Ag, Pt, Cu, Ni, and Pd)

and graphene. It is found that the dependence of contact
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resistance on these factors can be categorized into three types

according to their bonding strengths. Those metal electrodes

that interact only weakly with graphene such as Au and Ag

are very sensitive to the detailed atomistic configurations at

the contact region. For these weakly interacting metals, open

graphene edges without chemical terminations, small contact

length, and point defects could introduce chemical bonds at

the contact region, resulting in the decreased contact resist-

ance. In sharp contrast, the contact resistances between gra-

phene and strongly interacting metals, such as Ni and Pd,

show little sensitivity to these factors. Pt and Cu, as an inter-

mediate type of metals, show a slight dependence on the

influencing factors in contact with graphene. Potential-drop

contours, p electron local density of states (LDOS), and

bond current analysis were performed to elucidate the differ-

ence of these three types of contact. The results hint that

weakly interacting metals likely form low contact resistance

with graphene by engineering the chemical reactivity of the

part of the contacted graphene.

II. METHODOLOGY

In a number of previous transport calculations, a semi-

infinite metal-graphene complex is treated as electrodes.20–22

While the model is of scientific interest, such configuration

may not yield a realistic picture of the charge injection from

the metal into graphene. Hence, we adopt a side contact

model in which the left electrode consists only of metal

atoms.8 Such configuration counts the carrier injection from

metal electrodes to the graphene channel and the effect of

the graphene edge. The orientation of the graphene edge is

chosen to be zigzag as it is energetically more stable.23 We

considered open-ended or hydrogen-terminated graphene

edges (Fig. 1(a)) as both terminations are possible depending

on the etching process.24,25 Metals are taken as the left elec-

trode and the suspended graphene sheet is used as the right

electrode as shown in Fig. 1(b). The length of the overlap-

ping contact between graphene and metal surface is initially

fixed to the same lengths (�8 Å) for comparison among

different metal species and various graphene edges.

Subsequently, we vary the contact length from 4 Å to 16 Å to

investigate the effect of contact area on the contact configu-

ration and resistance. Finally, point defects are introduced

into the graphene of contact region to investigate the effect

of defects.

The lattice constants of all the studied metals are slightly

strained to match graphene, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).

The optimization of M-G contact geometry is performed

under local density approximation as implemented in the

Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).26 After getting

the optimal contact configurations, the electronic transport

properties are calculated using ab initio non-equilibrium

Green’s function code (NEGF) TranSiesta.27,28 150 Ry mesh

cut off and single-zeta plus polarization basis (SZP) are used

in our self-consistent calculations, which have been proven

sufficient in the studied systems.29,30 The transmission and

current are calculated with 251 k-points for Au(Ag, Pt, and

Pd) and 501 k-points for Ni(Cu) in the periodical direc-

tion(x-direction). The length of the unit cell of the semi-

infinite electrode in z-direction is 8.52 Å, and 101 k-points

are used in z-direction to generate the surface Green’s func-

tion and reproduce the semi-infinite electrodes, and the con-

vergence of the number of K-points in the calculations has

been tested.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Graphene edge

The different terminations of the graphene edge are first

considered for the common existence in graphene electronic

devices. Two distances d1 and d2 are used to characterize the

equilibrium geometry of the M-G contact at different posi-

tions of the contacts as shown in Fig. 1(b). Table I summa-

rizes the equilibrium distances, including the one (di) for

ideal metal-graphene side contact for comparison.31 It is

found that the studied metal species can be classified into

three types for contacting the graphene end. Noble metals

Au and Ag can form strong chemical bonds only with the

FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of a graphene field effect transistor and the open and H-terminated graphene ends. (b) The side-view of the transport calculation model

of the contact between metal (111) surface and graphene with an open zigzag end. (c) Top views of models of graphene on the Au (111), Ag (111), Pt (111),

and Pd(111) surfaces and (d) Ni (111) and Cu(111) surfaces with H-terminated and open zigzag end.
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open graphene ends and interact with graphene weakly at

other regions. Pt and Cu belong to the second category that

interacts strongly with both open and hydrogen terminated

ends, while keeps weak bonding away from ends. The third

type of metals (Pd and Ni) form chemical bonds throughout

the whole contact region with all types of graphene ends.

This classification is slightly different from the metal classi-

fication when interacting with an infinite graphene layer,

where metals are generally divided into two types: strongly

and weakly interacting metals.31,32 This difference is due to

the fact that graphene ends (both open-ended and hydrogen

terminated) have higher reactivity than the pristine graphene

surface and can bond with some weakly interacting

metals more effectively. It is worthwhile noting that the

hydrogen-passivated zigzag end is able to form chemical

bonds with Pt and Cu, indicating higher reactivity of gra-

phene ends than the pristine graphene surface (see Fig. S1 in

supplementary material39). These observations indicate the

type of graphene end is as important as the metal species in

determining the detailed contact configurations, which would

affect the charge transport properties of the M-G contacts

essentially.

To figure out the effects of the graphene end on the

transport properties of M-G side contact, we calculate the

transmission spectra and I-V curves. We show the transmis-

sion spectra and I-V curves of three representative M(Au, Pt,

and Pd)-G contacts in Fig. 2. We first discuss the strongly

interacting metals using Pd as an example for it is one of the

most widely used metal electrodes in experiments. It can be

seen that the transmission coefficients near the Fermi level

and the current under specific voltage for Pd-G contacts with

both open and H-terminated ends are similar to each other

and are higher than the other metal-G contacts. It shows that

the Pd-G and Pt-G are obviously superior to the Au-G con-

tact and the graphene ends have little effect on the transport

properties of these two contacts. The result is consistent with

the previous theoretical study of Ni contact, which is also a

strongly interacting metal.17 In contrast, the chemistry of

graphene ends in Au-G side contact affects the transport

properties significantly. The current of Au contact to open-

ended graphene is 3.40 lA, about four times larger than that

of H-terminated graphene (0.78 lA) under a 0.6 V bias volt-

age. The transmission coefficient for Au-G contact with

open end is obviously higher than the H-terminated one. Pt,

which weakly interacts with infinite graphene sheet in side

contact geometry,31,32 forms an effective contact with both

the open and hydrogen terminated ends, exhibiting transmis-

sion and I-V curves as from strongly interacting metal-

graphene contacts. This observation indicates that both

graphene ends are chemically reactive, leading to reduced

contact resistance. These results suggest alternative ways of

reducing contact resistance of weakly interacting metal-

graphene contacts, by engineering the graphene ends.

Interestingly, recent experiments demonstrated that the

TABLE I. Equilibrium distances for the infinite M-G side contact and M-G

side contact at graphene zigzag edge with H-terminated and open graphene

end.

H-terminated Open
Bulk

d1 (Å) d2 (Å) d1 (Å) d2 (Å) di (Å)

Au 3.02 3.28 2.00 3.62 3.51

Ag 2.67 2.93 2.02 3.33 3.30

Cu 2.18 2.64 1.94 2.80 2.98

Pt 2.16 3.04 1.86 3.72 3.25

Pd 2.12 2.12 1.85 2.17 2.41

Ni 1.94 1.98 1.65 2.04 2.04

FIG. 2. (a) Transmission spectra and

(b) I-V curves for Au-G, Pt-G, and

Pd-G contacts with different ends.
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enhanced carrier injection and lower contact resistance can

be achieved by forming cuts in the graphene within the con-

tact region to maximize the “edge-contacted” injection.33

Our simulation results provide insightful understanding on

these experimental observations.

To gain further insight into the microscopic details on

the origin of the contact resistance, we plot the potential

drop at 0.60 V bias for these contacts with graphene ends in

Fig. 3. The average potential drop along the transport direc-

tion (z-direction) shows quite different characteristics and its

gradient is an indicative of the contact resistance. Figure 3(a)

shows the potential-drop of Au-G with a H-terminated end,

and it is found that the potential drops sharply in the contact

region, indicating a potential barrier and a large electronic

resistance in this local region.34 Figure 3(b) shows the

potential-drop contour for Au-G with an open end for com-

parison, and we note that the potential drop is more smooth

and gradual, which is a reflection of lower resistance due to

the bond formation between Au and the terminal carbon

atoms on the graphene end. It provides an insight that by re-

active etching, the promotion of metal-carbon bonds forma-

tion can effectively decrease the contact resistance for Au-G

side contact. For Pd-G or Pt-G side contacts, the potential-

drops with both open and H-terminated ends are similar in

the contact regions, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). We note

that the potential drops most smoothly at Pd-G contact

among the three studied M-G contacts, which agrees with

the calculated I-V curves where Pd-G contact shows the

smallest contact resistance.

Among the M-G contacts with H-terminated graphene

ends, the resistance of Au-G is much higher than that of

Pd-G. To understand the notable difference, we plot the p
electrons’ LDOS of each carbon atoms along the graphene

channel for both contacts under equilibrium conditions, as

shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). The carbon atoms close to the

graphene edge are numbered from left to right (Fig. 4(a)),

and the color bar represents the magnitude of DOS of each

carbon atoms near the Fermi level. As shown in Fig. 4(b),

spatially disconnected density of states is observed. It would

enhance the electron scattering greatly and thus increase the

resistance of Au-G contact, consistent with the I-V character-

istic and potential-drop plot. In contrast, the LDOS of Pd-G

contact in Fig. 4(c) is more uniform. It is reasonable because

Pd forms strong bonds with graphene in the whole contact

region and the Pd-C hybridization offers transport channels

for electrons. The hybridization effect extends several ang-

stroms into the suspended graphene channel and thus prom-

ises the larger conductance.

To determine the resistance and charge injection at the

atomic level, the bond-current between each two atoms is

calculated by the Inelastica, the post-processing package for

Transiesta at the Fermi energy ((lLþlR)/2) within a small

bias voltage.35–37 We sum the percentage of the current flow

from each metal surface atom to graphene for Au-G and

Pd-G side contacts, shown in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). For the

Au-G contact, the current injection mainly takes place at the

very end of graphene due to the localized p electrons density

of states at the graphene end, while the current injection

occurs in the whole Pd-G contact because of the uniform p
electrons density of states. Combined with the LDOS analy-

sis, the fluctuated LDOS of Au-G contact with the

H-terminated end would seriously hinder the current flow in

graphene edge and yield a large contact resistance. Though

the bond current injection of Pd-G contact extends the whole

contact region, there is a large percent of current flow back

from graphene layer to the 4th Pd surface atoms. The current

from 6th Pd surface atom (the end of the metal slab) to gra-

phene mainly contributes to the net current. This observation

explains why Pd-G contact shows a negligible potential drop

in the contact region and the contact resistance between

strongly interacting metals and graphene is insensitive to the

contact length.

B. Contact area

The interfacial interaction is not only strongly dependent

on metal species and the chemistry of the graphene end but

also on the contact area, another key factor of the contact

FIG. 3. Potential-drop contours for the whole Au-G side contact with (a) H-terminated graphene end and (b) open graphene end at 0.6 V bias, (c) potential-

drop contours in local contact region for Pt-G and Pd-G with H terminated and open ends at 0.6 V bias.
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resistance. To study the effect of the contact area on contact

resistance, we fix the width of the periodical direction of the

contact to be 4.92 Å and vary the contact length from 4 Å to

16 Å, for Au, Pt, and Pd contacting with hydrogen terminated

graphene. These three contacts represent three typical types

of M-G contacts with the H-terminated graphene end: Au

forms physical bonds in the whole contact region, Pt only

forms chemical bonds at the graphene end, and Pd forms

chemical bonds in the whole contact region.

According to the optimized structures, we find that Pd

forms chemical bonds with graphene in the whole contact

region for all different contact lengths with �2.20 Å inter-

face distance. As shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), Au could

form chemical bonds at the graphene end only if the contact

length decreases to �4 Å, which is evidenced by the inter-

face distance of d1 (2.32 Å). While it keeps physical inter-

face distance (d1,d2> 3 Å) with graphene for �8 Å, �12 Å,

and �16 Å overlapping lengths. The enhanced bonding at

the Au-G contact with �4 Å contact length is due to the

higher activity of edge metal atom and edge carbon atoms.

Different from Au-G, the chemical bonds are always

formed at the graphene end for Pt-G for all the studied con-

tact areas.

The transport properties of the three M-G contacts with

different contact lengths are calculated. We note the I-V

curves of Pd-G contacts with different contact lengths are

almost the same, shown in Fig. 2. It shows little effect of the

contact area on strongly interacting M-G contacts, consistent

with the Stokbro’s findings.17 While Liu et al. concluded the

FIG. 4. (a) The carbon atom index in

H-terminated graphene channel.

p-orbital LDOS contours along the

graphene channel for (b) Au-G and (c)

Pd-G side contacts with H-terminated

end. (d) and (e) are the percentages of

current flow from each metal surface

atoms to graphene for Au-G and Pd-G,

respectively.

FIG. 5. (a) The side contact between Au and graphene with �4 Å and

�16 Å contact lengths. I-V curves for (b) Au-G, (c) Pt-G, and (d) Pd-G with

different contact lengths.
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obvious change of contact resistance with respect to the con-

tact length at low bias voltage. The difference between our

results and Liu’s conclusion18 might be attributed to the

different calculation models used. Liu’s model varies the

graphene channel length between two electrodes while

changing the contact area, which may affect the contact re-

sistance of the Ni-G. In contrast to Pd-G contact, Fig. 5(b)

shows the noticeable effect of contact area on transport prop-

erties of Au-G contact. The Au-G contact of �4 Å contact

length shows great enhancement of conductance compared

with other contact lengths. Such enhancement is mainly due

to the formation of chemical bonds at the graphene end.

However, the conductance of Au-G contact shows slight

change when the contact length extends over 8 Å. However,

the I-V curves in Fig. 5 show that contact area has little

effect on the Pt-G contact, similar to the Pd-G contact. This

finding suggests that shrinking the contact length to subnan-

ometer scale facilitates the strong metal-carbon bonding for

weakly interacting metal-graphene contacts, leading to a

reduced contact resistance.

C. Point defects

Sections III A and III B show that chemical bonds

between graphene and metals improve the charge injection

at M-G contacts. It is therefore expected that defects in gra-

phene may affect the transport properties of M-G contact,

particularly when defects exist at the contact region. Hence,

it is essential to study the effect of point defects to fully

understand the issue of contact resistance in the realistic gra-

phene electronic devices.

We first study the formation energy of a carbon vacancy

in M-G contacts, based on the model of a single carbon va-

cancy in a 14.76 Å� 14.76 Å hexagonal supercell (Fig. 6(a))

for the three typical contacts: Au-G, Pt-G, and Pd-G. With

respect to the metal surface, the C vacancy can be at either

top site or bridge site, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The forma-

tion energy of a single C vacancy in the M-G contact is

defined as

Ef ¼ EðM-G defectÞ þ EðC bulkÞ � EðM-G idealÞ; (1)

FIG. 6. (a) Top-view and side-view of the side contact with two types of vacancy sites (bridge and top sites). (b) I-V curves for Au-G, Pt-G, and Pd-G contacts

with and without point defect in graphene. (c) Electrostatic potential for Au-G, Pt-G, and Pd-G contacts without and with point defects in graphene.
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where the E(M-G_defect) and E(M-G_ideal) are the total

energy of the M-G contact with and without a point defect,

E(C_bulk) denotes the energy of one carbon atom in pristine

graphene. Thus, Ef implies the energy needed to create a sin-

gle C vacancy in the contact. The formation energies of both

top and bridge sites are listed in Table II, and the single C

vacancy formation energy in pristine graphene is shown for

comparison. The calculated single vacancy formation energy

in pristine graphene is endothermic with 8.25 eV, in good

agreement with a previous study.38 The formation energies

of both top and bridge sites in M-G contact are smaller than

that of graphene, which indicates the point defect formation

is easier to occur than in pristine graphene. The decreased

formation energy may be due to the additional bonding

between the defective graphene and the metal. We notice

that the formation energy for each site of Au-G is higher

than that of Pt-G and Pd-G, which is reasonable since the

Au-C bonding is weaker than Pt-C and Pd-C bonding.

Moreover, an easier formation of the point defect is found to

be at the top site for M-G contact.

To investigate the bonding between the defective gra-

phene and metal slabs, we calculate the binding energy of

the two components of the contact, which is defined as

Eb ¼ EðM-G defectÞ þ EðG defectÞ � EðMÞ; (2)

where E(M-G_defect) is the total energy of M-G contact

with defect, E(G_defect) and E(M) are the total energies of

the graphene with defect and the metal slab, respectively.

The negative sign of the binding energy means the favored

binding between the defective graphene and metal. Table III

summarizes the calculated binding energies between metals

and both pristine and defective graphene. The binding ener-

gies for ideal Au-G, Pt-G, and Pd-G contact are �0.03 eV,

�0.04 eV, and �0.08 eV per C atom, respectively, agreeing

well with the previous report.31 The binding energies for the

top and bridge site defected contacts are �0.06 eV and

�0.05 eV per C atom for Au-G contact, �0.06 eV and

�0.05 eV per C atom for Pt-G contact, and �0.15 eV and

�0.12 eV per C atom for Pd-G contact. These results indi-

cate that the enhanced M-G interaction can be achieved by

introducing defects into graphene.

The transport properties of M-G contact with single C

vacancy are studied. We choose the model of the M-G

(M ¼ Au, Pt, and Pd) contact with H-terminated graphene

end and introduce a single C vacancy on top of a metal atom.

The width of the slab model in the transverse direction is

enlarged to 9.84 Å to minimize the interaction between

neighboring periodic vacancies. The calculated I-V curves in

Fig. 6(b) show a considerably increased conductance for Au-

G contact with a point defect. These results imply the addi-

tional transport channels are introduced between the weakly

interacting metal Au and graphene. The dangling bonds near

the single carbon vacancy strongly hybridize with Au, which

increases the overlap of the interfacial wavefunction for an

enhanced charge injection. The I-V curves of the Pt-G (and

Pd-G) contacts with and without point defects are quantita-

tively similar. As chemical bonds are already formed at the

graphene edge of the ideal Pt(or Pd)-G contact, the increased

binding due to point defects would lead to limited improve-

ment of the transport property. The isosurface of the electro-

static potential in Fig. 6(c) clearly shows the effective

transport channels at the single vacancy region. These results

suggest that defects can effectively enhance the bonding

between graphene and weakly interacting metals and thus

increase the contact conductance. As defects are easily

formed at realistic metal-graphene contacts,25 the enhance-

ment of the electronic transport properties by the presence of

defects in graphene should be highlighted and even utilized

for the optimization of the electrical contacts.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We report a systematic study on the modulation of the

contact resistance between metals (Au, Ag, Pt, Cu, Ni, and

Pd) and graphene by altering the termination of the graphene

edge, contact area, and defects in graphene, based on a first-

principles non-equilibrium Green’s function investigation.

Besides the role of metal electrodes, the nature of graphene

ends, contact areas, and point defects in contacted graphene

substantially affects the structural configuration and elec-

tronic transport properties of metal-graphene side contact.

For the most weakly interacting metals, Au and Ag, gra-

phene ends with increased chemical reactivity and the

presence of point defects in graphene can enhance the metal-

graphene bonding, leading to reduced contact resistance. The

stronger the metals interact with the pristine graphene, the

less this enhancement effect is. These six metals are there-

fore classified into three groups (Au and Ag, Pt and Cu, and

Ni and Pd) according to their intrinsic bonding with gra-

phene and the corresponding degree of contact resistance

modulation by the studied influencing factors. Our study

gives insight of the impact of atomistic details to the elec-

tronic transport properties of M-G contacts. It is a good guid-

ance for the optimization of contact resistances in the atomic

scale in graphene-based electronic devices.

TABLE II. Formation energy of vacancies at different graphene sites in M-

G contacts and in pristine graphene.

Formation energy (eV)

Top Bridge

Au-G 6.81 7.63

Pt-G 2.65 6.24

Pd-G 3.41 5.84

Pristine graphene 8.25

TABLE III. The binding energy of ideal M-G contacts and defected M-G

contacts with different graphene vacancy sites.

Binding energy (eV/C atom)

Top Bridge Ideal

Au �0.06 �0.06 �0.03

Pt �0.12 �0.07 �0.04

Pd �0.15 �0.12 �0.08
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